Israel’s agriculture wins with technology
I

by Annemarie Bremner

srael is the size of the Kruger National Park. Of this piece of land,
only 20% can be used for agriculture
and another 50% is desert. Yet Israel
is a world leader in the agricultural
industry.
Lior Keinan, Israel’s Ambassador in
South Africa, explained at a conference
with the theme “From Agri to Agritech”,
that technology definitely makes the
difference. He says that he thinks it is
precisely because the circumstances
are so difficult that Israel is so successful with agricultural developments.
At the conference in Kempton Park
he invited farmers and other agricultural role players in South Africa to the
major international Agritech Show held
in Tel Aviv from 8 to 10 May. He said
that it will be a showcase of the world’s
top agricultural technology.
Afterwards, one of the examples of

to change to drip irrigation as far as
possible. Presently, of the 1,2 million
hectares under irrigation, only 10% is
under drip irrigation.
He says that the uniform application of water and nutrients leads to
improved yields and it also enables
farmers to utilise more land, because
they need less water. Therefore, every
farmer must decide what he is prepared to invest to increase his income.
He says technology is not always
expensive or dependent on electronic
solutions; the clever use of gravity for
water flow is also technology and it
costs nothing.

Zohar Ben Ner

using technology was demonstrated
by Zohar Ben Ner from the company
Sup-Plant. He spoke about information driven smart farming. They have
developed a system that uses mathematical logarithms to accurately measure the growth and needs of plants and
propose appropriate actions, such as
optimal water administration.
He says, in general, farmers apply
up to five times more water than necessary, and at the wrong times. With
proper water application at the right
time, up to 30% water can be saved
while increasing the yield with an average of 5%.
This is how we save water
In a panel discussion, a Western Cape
farmer, Francois Rossouw from
Mooi-gezicht Estates, explained
everything they did to continue with
the production of table grapes during
the drought. Mooigezicht is the largest

producer of seedless table grapes in
the country.
Francois said that they had to
rethink the entire production process,
not only their irrigation system. They
started investing in cultivars that could
be harvested sooner and thus needed
less water, and they also adjusted the
growth of the grape vines to induce
earlier forming of grape bunches.
Regarding irrigation, all old steel
pipes were replaced with black pipes,
all boreholes and borehole pumps are
monitored for optimum water supply,
irrigation is strictly scheduling, and no
leaks are tolerated. At certain places,
holes in the drip pipes were plugged
and only one hole is allowed for each
plant, with a small underground tube
that leads the water to the root.
Francois’s advice to farmers who
want to save water is to measure delivery per volume and not according to
time. Ground cover is essential and the
golden rule remains to supply water
while it is cool to minimise evaporation. Willem Botha from the irrigation
company, Netafim, urged farmers
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For more information about the
Agritech Show held in Tel Aviv
from 8 to 10 May, visit
http://agritechisrael.org.

